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Liezel Kruger-Fountain  
(CAPE TOWN / Republic of South Africa) 

Dunoon Learning and Innovation Project is a customized strategic project to address the needs of 
communities that are congested by rapid urbanization beyond sustainability. 

[ Critic ] An effective and comprehensive community development plan with a library building as a catalyst 
and tangible outcomes based on community participation principles. It meets all the criteria of the competition. 
The jury was impressed by the strategic clarity of the project and how it builds and empowers community by 
connecting issues to peoples’ daily lives. 
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2019 Human City Design Award 
25 Countries / 75 Projects Participated Worldwide 

The Seoul Metropolitan Government and the Seoul Design Foundation held the 「1st Human City Design Award」. 
It was held for the first time this year as an award that aims to share and spread ‘Designs for humanity’ and 
‘Social problem-solving designs for a sustainable city’, which countries around the world are creatively trying. 
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With the aim of spreading and sharing the urban regeneration values of the Seoul Metropolitan 
Government and astounding cases of the world along with preparing for a sustainable future through the 
‘Human City Design Award’, the award is given to urban design projects (individual or group) which 
have contributed to creating a harmonious and sustainable relationship between people, the society, 
the environment, and nature by solving problems of the complex urban environment through creative 
design and presenting a new vision. The Human City Design Award pursues the public value of design. 
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The Seoul Design Foundation received a total of 75 projects from 25 countries from around the world 
through a public announcement made in June. The Selecting Committee consisted of home and abroad 
experts conducted four review meetings for the establishment of the judging criteria in which 12 final 
projects were nominated, and Liezel Kruger-Fountain, designer from South Africa Cape Town was announced 
as the grand prize winner on September 26th at the DDP(Dongdaemun Design Plaza).  
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The Selecting Committee consisted of top experts in the fields of Design, Community, and Architecture such 
as Charles Landry, author of「The Creative City」 , who is regarded as an authority of the field of City 
Innovation, and also Ezio Manzini(Honorary professor of Politecnico di Milano), Mariana Amatullo(President 
of Cumulus), Lou Yongqi(Dean of Shanghai Tongji University College of Design and Innovation), and Hyun-
joon Yoo(Professor at Hongik University College of Architecture) for objectivity and expertise  

Regarding the judging criteria, the Human City Design Award focused on whether projects suggest a 
▴Solution to living issues in the city in order to create a harmonious human city ▴A creative perspective 
proposed by the design solution with a spillover effect that could expand on a global value ▴Contribution to 
proposing a future-oriented global culture and civilization for the joint prosperity of the human race and 
nature. 

Selecting Committee Mariana Amatullo Presentation Selecting Committee Lou Yongqi Presentation 


